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WHAT MAKES OUR FABRIC POT THE BEST CHOICE 
IN GROW CONTAINER FOR YOUR COMMERCIAL GROW

Superior Aeration Qualities Produce Highest Quality and 

Heaviest Yielding Harvests

Most growers experience 5-50% yield increase when switching from solid to fabric pots.
Most growers looking to maximize quality and yield choose fabric pots, which naturally air-prune 
the plant’s roots and create more root surface area so the plant can absorb water and nutrients
more efficiently. Naturally, this produces healthier plants that yield more flowers. If you haven’t 
switched yet, try ours first, then you won’t need to look for us later.

Innovative Exclusive Designs Save Money and Time

Exclusive design solves biggest complaints of other fabric pots on market.  From the superior 
skeletal structure of the Classic Spring Pot to the rigid upper-rim / sidewall support design of the 
Sequoia to the superior fabric of the Burner Pots all of our pots are designed to stay open by 
themselves.  Unlike other fabric pot brands whose upper rim flops over, our pots have rigid side 
walls and upper rims which saves time filling and watering with less wasted water and nutrients.

Get More Pot for Less Money

As politics change and profit margins shrink, smarter growers must find creative ways to stay 
competitive by decreasing crop production costs. Compare our pots to any other pot on the 
market. We self distribute all of our pots which mean nobody beats our prices. Superior quality, 
design, and value added features such as handles, rigid design, vacuum sealed packs, color coded 
stitching and more for less money? Yes and you’re welcome.

AVAILABLE SIZES:
2 GAL – 15 GAL

AVAILABLE SIZES: 
1 GAL - 400 GAL

AVAILABLE SIZES:
1 GAL -  400 GAL

MAXIMIZE QUALITY AND YIELD



A NOTE FROM THE FOUNDER

TESTIMONIALS

HARMONY FARMS, WA
“Harmony Farms produces some of 
Washington’s highest quality i502 products. 
All of our plants are grown in Fabric Burner 
Pots. We have tried other fabric pots, but 
prefer the quality of Burner Pots above 
anything else. Another factor is cost. A high 
quality product sold at a fair price is 
unbeatable in our industry.”
Chris F.

TGA GENETICS / WEED NERDS, CA
“We first showcased Spring Pot Sequoia pots 

on our YouTube channel for our charity 
garden a few years back and found them to 

be a great concept and super easy to fill. 
We’ve continued to use them on a number of 
different projects since and will keep them as 

our top choice in the future.”

MzJill

"THE BEST AIR PRUNING POTS FOR YOUR PLANTS!"

Founder Dan Ager at 
3 Years Old

Reprinted comic of First Medical 
Marijuana Trial of Dr. Ager

Founder Dan Ager with son Micah 

FEATURED ON

A lot has changed since 1996, when my father was arrested for cultivating the plant and became 
the first-ever medical marijuana case to go to trial. From public and media ridicule in the early 
days of the medical cannabis movement to states and countries legalizing recreational use, a lot 
has changed over the years.

I invented the stand alone Spring Pot to bring the benefits of fabric pots to everyone. Three 
distinct product lines and thousands of happy gardeners later, our pots continue to help growers 
of a diverse variety of crops maximize the quality and yield of their harvests.



FABRIC BURNER POTS
1-400 Gallon Highest Quality Fabric Pots

Fabric Burner  Pots  or  “Burners”  are  quickly  becoming  the  number  one  fabric  grow  bag  choice
 for  professional    growers  across  the  US  looking  for  a  grow  bag  that  aerates  the

 
root

 
zone

 
and

 air-prunes  roots  for  faster  plant  growth  and  higher  harvest  yields .  Made  from
 

a
 

superior
 quality  fabric ,  Burners  offer  a  less  floppy  alternative  to  the  leading  grow  bag  at

 
a

 
fraction

 
of

 the  price.  It’s  hand-crafted  quality  you  would  expect  from  a  Spring  Pot  but  without
 

the
 

spring.
 Burners  are  designed  to  endure  washing  and  reuse  however  they’re  offered

 
at

 
a

 
price

 
that

 may  make  recycling  a  more  economical  option .  Handles  come  standard
 

on
 

all
 

Fabric
 

Burner
 Pots  3  to  25  gallon .  Burners  are  available  in  grey -black  to  reflect

 

heat
 

and
  

from
 

1
 

to
 

25
 

gallon
 and  in  tan  from  10  to  400  gallon .  All  pots  have  size - specific ,

 
color -coded

 
stitching

 
for

 
easy

 identi fication .  Multi -packs  are  vacuum  sealed  to  minimize
 

storage
 

space,
 

as
 

well.



SEQUOIA BLACK SPRING POTS
1-20 Gallon Fabric Pots with a Rigid Upper Rim

Black Sequoia Spring Pots or Spring Pot SBs are the perfect balance between the superior 
rigid design of the Spring Pot Classic for the price conscious grower who demands a stand 
alone pot and maximized profit margins. Black Sequoias’ rigidity is achieved by a rigid upper 
rim and the integral rigidity of the exclusive fabric sidewalls. The rigid upper rim of the Black 
Sequoia means no more rim flop-over like our competition, limiting wasted water and 
nutrients  and saving you money from filling to harvest . Sequoias ’ proprietary  grey-black 
fabric offer superior  UV protection , reflect  and release  harmful  heat from  the root zone 

while aerating the root structure.  Black Sequoia Spring Pots are available in 1 to 20 gallon 
and come with handles on sizes 3 gallon and up. 



SEQUOIA TAN SPRING POTS
30-400 Gallon Fabric Pots with a Rigid Upper Rim and Vertical Supports

The Tan Sequoia Spring Pots are constructed with an internal plastic coated spring that 
pops up, making it the first fabric pot available that can hold open its shape. Spring Pots are 
fully collapsible for easy storage, fully washable and reusable and come standard with 
handles.

Spring Pots’ patent pending rigid shape reduces damage to plants and roots when moved and 
will not fold over when watering or filling. It’s much easier and faster to fill Spring Pots than 
other fabric pots. They are available in black with colored stitching from 2 gallon to 15 gallons. 
Varied color stitching also makes them easier to identify and differentiate between sizes.



THE CLASSIC SPRING POT
2-15 Gallon Fabric Pots With a Spring

Spring Pots are constructed with an internal plastic coated spring that pops up, making it the 
first fabric pot available that can hold open its shape. Spring Pots are fully collapsible for 
easy storage, fully washable and reusable and come standard with handles.

Spring Pots’ patent pending rigid shape reduces damage to plants and roots when moved 
and will not fold over when watering or filling. It’s much easier and faster to fill Spring Pots 
than other fabric pots. They are available in black with colored stitching from 2 gallon to 
15 gallons. Varied color stitching also makes them easier to identify and differentiate 
between sizes.
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